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Abstract: According to Einstein’s special relativity theory, the speed of light in a vacuum is constant
for all observers. However, quantum gravity effects could introduce its dispersion depending on the
energy of photons. The investigation of the spectral lags between the gamma-ray burst (GRB) light
curves recorded in distinct energy ranges could shed light on this phenomenon: the lags could reflect
the variation of the speed of light if it is linearlydependent on the photon energy and a function
of the GRB redshift. We propose a methodology to start investigating the dispersion law of light
propagation in a vacuum using GRB light curves. This technique is intended to be fully exploited
using the GRB data collected with THESEUS.

Keywords: gamma-ray bursts; GRBs as cosmological probes and test-bench for fundamental physics;
GRBs: past, present and future experiments and missions

1. Introduction

According to Einstein’s special relativity theory, a proper length is Lorentz-contracted
by a factor of γ−1 = [1− (v/c)2]1/2 as observed from the reference frame moving at speed
v relative to the rest frame. However, various spacetime theories, e.g., some string or loop
quantum gravity theories (see, e.g., [1–3]), imply the existence of a minimum spatial length
of the order of the Plank length lPl =

√
Gh̄/c3 = 1.6× 10−33 cm [4]. Lorentz invariance is a

fundamental property of both the standard model of particle physics and general relativity.
In general relativity, a locally inertial reference frame where the Lorentz symmetry is
fulfilled can always be chosen. Some quantum gravity (QG) theories predict the Lorentz
invariance violation (LIV) at the Planck energy scale (EPl =

√
h̄c5/G ' 1.22× 1019 GeV) as

there exists a minimum spatial length lmin = αlPl (where α ∼ 1 is a dimensionless constant
inherent to a particular spacetime theory), which, e.g., in the string theories, corresponds to
the string length. Therefore, the Lorentz contraction is limited by this spatial scale (see [4]
for a review).

There are several frameworks implying LIV, e.g., string theory [5,6], noncommutative
spacetime [7,8], Brane worlds [9], Hořava–Lifshitz gravity [10]. LIV was considered in
the gravitational context for the first time in [11], where the so-called standard model
extension was developed. The Bumblebee1 models, which are the simplest cases of theories
including the spontaneous breaking of Lorentz symmetry, are effective field QG theories
describing a vector field with a non-zero vacuum expectation value and involving the
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vacuum condensate [5,6]. The spontaneous symmetry breaking preserves both the geo-
metric constraints and conservation laws or quantities required by the general relativity
theory or Riemannian geometry. Regarding gravity, LIV can happen if a vector field ruled
by a potential exhibiting a minimum rolls to its vacuum expectation value, similar to the
Higgs mechanism [11]. This “bumblebee” vector thus takes an explicit (four-dimensional)
orientation, and preferred-frame effects may emerge [12]. The generalized uncertainty
principle (GUP) states that, in quantum theory, if the quantities are incompatible, they are
mutually dependent, and measuring one observable may yield some information about
its incompatible partners. GUP is based on a momentum-dependent modification of the
standard dispersion relation, which is supposed to produce LIV [13,14]. See, e.g., [15–21]
for recent advances in the Bumblebee and GUP models.

One of the LIV effects, relevant to astrophysics, is the existence of a dispersion law
for the photon speed c (see, e.g., [22]). However, LIV is not a mandatory property of all
QG theories: in some of them, e.g., in the spacetime uncertainty principle [23] or in the
quantum spacetime [24], LIV is not expected. Despite photon velocity dispersion, the
Lorentz invariance is not violated and the dispersion law is a second-order effect relative
to the ratio of the photon energy to the QG energy scale. To obtain an idea of the nature
of the speed of light dispersion due to LIV, e.g., within the Liouville string approach, one
can consider a vacuum as a non-trivial medium containing “foamy” quantum gravity
fluctuations whose origin can be imagined as processes that involve the pair creation of
virtual black holes. In this concept, one can verify that the massless particles of different
energies can excite vacuum fluctuations differently as they propagate through the quantum
gravity medium, producing a non-trivial dispersion relation of Lorentz “non-covariant”
form, similarly to the thermal medium [25]. For more details regarding this concept, see,
e.g., [26].

Since gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are characterized by high-energy emission, large
cosmological distances, and temporal variability at short (.10 ms) timescales, they have
been applied as powerful tools in LIV searches (see, e.g., [25,27–49]) for more than two
decades. In [25], it was first suggested to test LIV using a comparison of the arrival times of
GRB photons detected in distinct energy ranges. In [29,30,50], the authors exploited the
spectral lag between high-energy (∼31 GeV) and low-energy photons of GRB 090510 to
derive lower limits on the linear and quadratic QG energy: EQG,1 > (1− 10)× EPl = 1.22×
(1019− 1020) GeV and EQG,2 > (1− 10)× EPl = 1.3× 1011 GeV, respectively. In [51], EQG >
1018 GeV was obtained based on the observation of GRB 080916C. For GRB 190114C [52], the
linear and quadratic LIV were constrained using the time delays of TeV photons: EQG,1 >
0.58× 1019 GeV (EQG,1 > 0.55× 1019 GeV) and EQG,2 > 0.63× 1011 GeV (EQG,1 > 0.56×
1011 GeV) for the subluminal (superluminal) case [43]. In [53], the authors constrained
the linear and quadratic LIV for the set of 32 Fermi/GBM GRBs with known redshifts
and characterized by the positive-to-negative transition of the spectral lag: EQG,1 = 1.5×
1014 GeV for the linear case and EQG,2 = 8 × 105 GeV for the quadratic case.

The phenomenon of GRBs remains puzzling, although much progress has been made.
Both the light curves and the spectra among GRBs vary significantly. It is generally believed
that collisions between relativistic shells ejected from an active central engine produce
pulses in GRB light curves [54]. The collision of the slower-moving shell with the second,
faster shell ejected later produces a shock that dissipates internal energy and accelerates
the particles that emit the GRB radiation. As of now, two “physical” classes of GRBs are
distinguished (see, e.g., [55]): the merger-origin Type I GRBs [56–59], which are usually
short, with a duration of less than 2 s [60,61], and spectrally hard, and the collapser-origin
Type II GRBs [62–65], characterized by longer durations.

The spectral lag, which is known as the difference in arrival time between high-energy
and low-energy photons, is a common phenomenon occurring during the GRB prompt
emission phase [66–69] and in high-energy astrophysics in general (e.g., [67,70]). The
authors of [71] were the first to analyze the spectral lags of GRBs. It was found that a
soft lag, i.e., the hard photons arriving first, dominates in long GRBs [67,69,72,73], and
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some GRBs have significantly different spectral lags in early and late epochs [74]. It was
shown that the lags are correlated with the GRB luminosity [67] and the jet break times
in afterglow light curves [75]; the spectral lags of long GRBs are correlated with the pulse
duration, while the spectral lags of short GRBs are not [76]. The GRB spectral lags can be
explained within several physical models, such as the curvature effect of a relativistic jet
and rapidly expanding spherical shell [77–81]. Regardless of its physical origin, a spectral
lag is an important GRB parameter as it may help to distinguish between long and short
GRBs: long bursts have large lags, while short bursts have relatively smaller or negligible
lags [82–84].

To show the feasibility of the search for the dispersion of the speed of the light in the
data collected by THESEUS [85], one can start performing similar research using the data
of already commissioned missions. In this paper, we describe a methodology for the testing
of the dispersion of the light speed, and we intend to apply it to the Fermi/GBM data and
the set of GRBs with known redshifts. The paper is organized as follows. We start with
a brief description of the instrumentation and data in Section 2. The methodology that
involves constraining LIV using GRBs is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss
the THESEUS mission in the context of the LIV tests using GRBs. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. Instrumentation and Data

Among several space-based detectors able to collect GRB data, the most prolific are
Swift/BAT (BAT; [86]), Fermi/GBM (GBM; [87]), and Konus-Wind (KW; [88]). More details
regarding the BAT, GBM, KW, and other GRB detectors’ design and performance can be
found in [89]. However, since Swift/BAT collects GRB data in a narrow energy band of
15–350 keV, and Konus-Wind records GRB light curves in three fixed energy windows, the
Fermi/GBM GRB time histories seem to be the most suitable for the testing of the speed of
light variance.

Launched in June 2008, the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope [90] harbors two
scientific instruments: the Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and the Large Area Telescope
(LAT; [91]). The LAT covers the 30 MeV–300 GeV band, while the GBM, intended to
detect and study GRBs, is sensitive within the 8 keV–30 MeV energy range, extending the
spectral band over which bursts are observed downwards to the hard X-ray range. GBM
comprises twelve NaI(Tl) detectors covering an energy range of 8 keV−1 MeV and two
bismuth-germanate (BGO) scintillation detectors sensitive within the 150 keV to 30 MeV
band that observe the whole sky not occluded by the Earth (>8 sr).

The primary scientific data produced by GBMs can be summarized as a time history
and spectra, which are provided as temporally pre-binned (CTIME and CSPEC) or tem-
porally unbinned time tagged events (TTE). These data types are produced as “snippets”
for every trigger and are also provided continuously. The CTIME data are collected in
8 energy channels with a 256 ms time resolution, while the CSPEC data are recorded in
128 channels with an 8.192 s time resolution. TTEs for each detector are recorded with
time precision down to 2 µs, in 128 energy channels, matching the CSPEC ones, which
gives an excellent opportunity to bin the data in time and energy in a suitable way. From
2008 through November 2012, TTE were available only during a 330 s interval: from 30 s
before the burst trigger to 300 s after the burst trigger. Since November 2012, GBM flight
software has produced a new data type, continuous TTE (CTTE), available at all times that
the instrument is operating.

To date, the GBM has triggered almost 3500 GRBs, among which almost 3000 have
T90 > 2 s.

3. Methodology

We start the research by computing the redshifts and the rest-frame spectral lags for
all GBM-triggered GRBs. Then, thanks to the central limit theorem, we can consider the
distribution of the lags as normal and compute the mean and variance. The large number
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of “measurements” is expected to significantly increase the accuracy of the spectral lags
and constraints on EQG. Another approach would be to constrain the QG energy (see
Section 3.1) first and then estimate its mean values and variance.

3.1. Brief Introduction to the Basics of the Speed of Light Variance

The velocity dispersion law for photons can be expressed as a function of its observer-
frame energy Eobs in units of the QG energy scale EQG, at which the quantum nature of
gravity becomes important:

vphot/c− 1 = ξ

(
Eobs
EQG

)n
, (1)

where vphot is the group velocity of a photon wave-packet, EQG = ζmPlc2 = ζEPl,
mPl = 2.176 × 10−5 g is the Planck mass, ζ ∼ α−1 ∼ 1 expresses the significance of
the QG effects, ξ ∼ ±1 is a dimensionless constant inherent to a particular QG theory, and
the index n denotes the order of the first relevant term of the small parameter

(
Eobs
EQG

)
. This

expression takes into account that high-energy photons can travel faster (superluminal,
ξ = +1) or slower (subluminal, ξ = −1) than low-energy ones [92].

The difference in the arrival times of photons emitted at the same time in the same
place is

∆tQG = ξ

(
Dtrav

c

)(
∆Eobs
EQG

)n
, (2)

where Dtrav is the comoving distance traversed by a massless particle, emitted at redshift z
and traveling down to redshift 0.

3.2. Observed Spectral Lag as a Function of Redshift

For a given observer-frame energy Eobs, the total spectral lag τtotal, obs(Eobs, z) can be
split into two terms:

τtotal, obs(Eobs, z) = τint, obs(Eobs, z) + τQG, obs(Eobs, z), (3)

where τint, obs is the observed intrinsic spectral lag, which corresponds to the intrinsic
rest-frame lag

τint, rf(Eobs) = τint, obs(Erf)/(1 + z) (4)

induced by the GRB central engine emission mechanism and assumed to be independent of
the photon source redshift z. τQG, obs is the lag induced by the QG effects discussed above,
and and Erf is the photon energy in the rest frame of its source. Following [93], τQG, obs can
be expressed as a function of the GRB rest-frame energy:

τQG(Erf, z) = ξ

(
1

H0

)(
Erf

ζEpl

)n(
1 + n

2

)(
1

1 + z

)n
×

×
∫ z

0

(1 + z′)ndz′√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

,

(5)

where H0 is the Hubble constant, Ωm is the matter density parameter, and ΩΛ is the dark
energy density parameter, i.e., the parameters of the standard ΛCDM model.

Experimentally, the total observed spectral lag τtotal, obs(Erf, z) can be computed by
cross-correlating the GRB light curves recorded in the redshift-dependent energy windows
corresponding to the fixed rest-frame energy windows as Eobs = Erf/(1 + z), with the GRB
light curve collected at the lowest possible energy channel, where the lag induced by QG is
negligible, e.g., it is ∼µs in the 5–20 keV energy range, while, in the higher-energy bands, it
is ∼ms.
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The total observed spectral lag τtotal, obs(Erf, z) should follow the relation obtained by
inserting Equations (4) and (5) into Equation (3):

τtotal, obs(Erf, z) = τint, obs(Erf)+

ξ

(
1

H0

)(
Erf

ζEpl

)n(
1 + n

2

)(
1

1 + z

)n ∫ z

0

(1 + z′)ndz′√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

.
(6)

The transformation of spectral lags from the observer frame back to the rest frame2

can be performed by dividing by the redshift factor (1 + z):

τtotal, rf(Erf, z) = τtotal, obs(Erf, z)/(1 + z). (7)

Thus, the GRB rest-frame spectral lag obeys the following relation:

τtotal, rf(Erf, z) =
τint, obs(Erf)

(1 + z)
+

ξ

(
1

H0

)(
Erf

ζEpl

)n(
1 + n

2

)(
1

1 + z

)n+1 ∫ z

0

(1 + z′)ndz′√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

.
(8)

Let us define a function

u(z) =
(

1 + n
2

)(
1

1 + z

)n+1 ∫ z

0

(1 + z′)ndz′√
Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

. (9)

Then, the experimentally determined lag τtotal, obs(Erf, z) will follow the relation

τtotal,rf(Erf, z) = τint,rf(Erf) + ξ

(
1

H0

)(
Erf

ζEpl

)n

u(z). (10)

The dependence of τtotal, rf(Erf, z) on u(z) is expected to be linear, with the intercept
corresponding to the intrinsic lag and the slope proportional to the ratio of the rest-frame
photon energy to the QG energy ζEpl raised to the n-th power, which is the first significant
term in the series expansion of the quantum gravity dispersion relation. An argument in
support of the independence of τint, rf from z is the absence of the prominent cosmological
evolution of GRB energetics [89,94], which indicates that the GRB central engine does not
evolve significantly with z. However, if τint, rf is dependent on z, one can fit both τint, rf(z)
and τQG(z) simultaneously to the data, as was done in [53].

In [53], it was found that the behavior of the lags follows some key statistical properties
described in terms of log-normal and Gaussian distributions around average values. These
empirical functions describing the spectral lags (as a function of energy) for each of the
32 Fermi/GBM GRBs in the sample of bursts with known redshifts that exhibit the lag
transition phenomenon are shown in Figure 1 (as derived from Figure 1 of [53]). In the
method proposed here, we make the reasonable assumption that the intrinsic lags (that
dominate in magnitude over the small delays induced by QG effects; see the upper limits
for the first- and second-order QG delays shown as blue and orange curves in Figure 1)
do not correlate with the redshift as the distance of a given GRB from us does not affect
the emission properties in, e.g., the fireball model. This means that, averaging over a large
sample of GRBs at different redshifts, the intrinsic delays will cluster around the common
value that defines the intrinsic average rest-frame lag.
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Figure 1. The dependence of the spectral lag on the energy window for the GRB sample studied
in [53]. The fits with a smoothly broken power law (SBPL) are shown by black solid lines. Blue and
orange dotted lines denote the maximally allowed LIV-induced lags in linear and quadratic cases,
thereby defining the lower limits on the QG energy. This figure is adapted from Figure 1 from [53]
(see Section 3 of this work for details). ©AAS. Reproduced with permission.

3.3. The Technique of Averaging over the Sample

Relation (10) shows that, for a given GRB rest-frame energy Erf, the lag τtotal, rf(Erf)
depends only on the GRB redshift z through the function u(z) defined in Equation (9).
Therefore, fixing Erf for an ensemble of N GRBs with known redshift, one can compute the
function τtotal, rf(Erf) from the observed data for all GRBs of the ensemble, i.e., it is possible
to obtain a set of N experimentally computed values of τtotal, rf(Erf). This ensemble of N
values can be fitted as a function of u(z) through Equation (10) to obtain the best fit values
of the intrinsic lag in the GRB rest frame τint, rf, and the coefficient of the QG-induced delay
at the GRB rest-frame energy Erf

[
τint, r f (Erf)

]
BEST

and[
ξ
(

1
H0

)(
Erf

ζEpl

)n]
BEST

=[
ξ
(

1
H0

)(
α Erf

Epl

)n]
BEST

= [φ(αErf)]BEST

. (11)

Once the values of [φ(αErf)]BEST are obtained for all Erf, these values can be plotted as
a function of s(Erf) = (Erf/Epl)

n and subsequently linearly fitted through the equation
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φ(αErf) =

(
αn

H0

)
s(Erf) = ∆QG s(Erf), (12)

to obtain the best fit value of the strength of the QG effect ∆QG = αn/H0. We note that this
technique allows us to combine the whole ensemble of N GRBs to obtain a unique measure
of the strength of the QG effect, whose uncertainty σ∆QG , in the absence of other systematic
errors, only depends on the (Poissonian) statistics of the whole ensemble of N GRBs and
therefore improves as the inverse square root of N:

σ∆QG ∝
1√
N

. (13)

Consequently, the precision of the measurement of the QG effect’s strength can be
improved by increasing the size of the analyzed sample.

3.4. GRB Intrinsic Spectral Lags vs. Quantum Gravity Effects

The GRB spectral lag can be caused by a mixture of two effects: the QG one and the
one inherent to the fireball model. The latter is due to the curvature effect, i.e., the kinematic
effect caused by the fact that the observer looks at an increasingly off-axis annulus area
relative to the line-of-sight [77–79,95–100]. Softer low-energy radiation comes from the
off-axis annulus area with smaller Doppler factors and is delayed for the observer with
respect to on-axis emission due to the geometric curvature of the shell.

A competing hypothesis is that the traditional view based on the high-latitude emission
“curvature effect” of a relativistic jet cannot explain spectral lags. Instead, spectral peaks
should be swept across the observing energy range in a specific manner to account for the
observed spectral lags. A simple physical model that implies synchrotron radiation from
a rapidly expanding outflow can explain GRB spectral lags [81]. This model requires the
following conditions to be fulfilled: (1) the emission radius has to be large (over several
1014 cm from the central engine), in the optically thin region, well above the photosphere;
(2) the γ-ray photon spectrum is curved (as observed); (3) the magnetic field strength in
the emitting region decreases with the radius as the region expands in space, which is
consistent with an expanding jet; and (4) the emission region itself undergoes rapid bulk
acceleration as the prompt emission is produced. These requirements are consistent with a
Poynting-flux-dominated jet abruptly dissipating magnetic energy at a large distance from
the engine. The aforementioned theories successfully explain the positive spectral lags.
Nevertheless, the rarely observed negative lags remain a more intriguing phenomenon that
can be used to infer the different radiation mechanisms [101,102] or emission regions [103]
of low- and high-energy photons.

For a given GRB, the intrinsic delay inherent to the GRB emission could mimic the
genuine quantum gravity effect, making these two effects difficult to disentangle. However,
currently, there is no evidence for a correlation between the GRB intrinsic delays and the
distances to its sources. For example, in [94,104], where the largest sample of GRBs with
known redshifts detected by a single instrument in a wide energy range is studied, the
significance of the cosmological evolution of GRB energetics is .2σ. Meanwhile, the delays
induced by a photon dispersion law are proportional both to the light travel distance
(a function of redshift) and to the differences in the energy of the photons. This dual
dependence on energy and redshift could be the unique feature of a genuine QG effect. As
suggested in [105], given an adequate collection area, GRBs, once their redshifts are known,
are potentially excellent tools to search for the first-order dispersion law for photons.

3.5. Computation of Spectral Lags

To avoid distortions due to the fact that the shape of the light curve changes with the
energy, we suggest fixing the energy channels in which the light curves are recorded to
certain values in the rest frame. In this case, the corresponding observer-frame values of the
channel boundaries will be Eobs = Erest/(1 + z), i.e., redshift-dependent. The first step to
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test the LIV effects with the suggested technique would be apply it to the GBM data. Thus,
we propose to use the following energy bands to record the light curves. Given the 9 keV
lower boundary of the GBM spectral window, one has to select the rest-frame channels
starting from, at least, 60 keV, to allow for bursts with redshifts up to z = 5. This boundary
can be shifted towards a higher value to allow high-redshift GRBs to contribute to the study.
However, we should mention that the majority of GRBs have redshifts z < 5 (see Figure 2).
Some examples of the pseudo-logarithmic channels that could be used are 60–100 keV,
100–160 keV, 160–250 keV, 250–400 keV, 400–600 keV, 600–900 keV, or 60–80 keV, 80–100 keV,
100–130 keV, 130–160 keV, 160–200 keV, 200–250 keV, 250–320 keV, 320–400 keV, 400–500 keV,
500–650 keV, 650–900 keV. We found these numbers of channels to be reasonable in terms
of SNR based on the research of [53], carried out for 32 Fermi/GBM GRBs.

Since the GRB energetics are usually considered on the logarithmic scale, we suggest
adopting the geometric mean of the lower and upper boundaries of an energy band,
Ephot =

√
Emin × Emax, as a proxy for the average energy of photons in the given range.

10-2

10-1

100

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  10

SF
R

(M
☉
 y

r-
1  

M
pc

-3
)

1 + z

Liso, δ=1.2
Liso, δ=0

Eiso, δ=1.1
Eiso, δ=0

Figure 2. The cosmological GRB formation rate (GRBFR) derived in [104], superposed onto the star
formation rate (SFR) data from the literature. The gray points show the SFR data from [106–109]. The
marked line denotes the SFR approximation from [110]. The GRBFR normalization is equal for all
four data sets and the GRBFR points have been shifted arbitrarily to match the SFR at (1− z) ∼ 3.5.
Figure 5b from [104]. ©AAS. Reproduced with permission.

Since the spectral lag distributions of the short and long GRBs significantly differ [76],
and these two types of bursts belong to distinct classes of progenitors, they have different
intrinsic spectral lags. Thus, we suggest studying them separately.

3.6. Obtaining GRB Redshifts

Since the suggested technique of testing LIV using GRBs strongly relies on prior
knowledge of the burst redshift, it is necessary either to measure it directly from the
observations in optics or estimate it using the prompt emission parameters. GRB redshift
measurements based on the detection of emission lines or absorption features of GRB
host galaxies imposed on the afterglow continuum, or performed photometrically, are
widespread. However, there are other methods to obtain the redshift estimates, e.g., the
“pseudo-redshift” (pseudo-z) technique based on the spectral properties of GRB prompt
high-energy emission [111], using well-known correlations such as, for example, the Norris
correlation (spectral lag vs. isotropic peak luminosity; [67]), the Amati correlation (rest-
frame peak energy vs. isotropic energy release; [112]), the isotropic peak luminosity vs.
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temporal variability correlation [113,114], the Yonetoku (the rest-frame peak energy vs. the
isotropic peak luminosity; [115]) correlation, etc., or the method of searching for a minimum
on the intrinsic hydrogen column density versus the redshift plane (see, e.g., [116]).

Nowadays, the machine learning (ML) approach to redshift estimation is becoming
popular in astrophysics (see, e.g., [117–120]). Supervised ML is a data mining method based
on prior knowledge of a “training” data set, on which we can build models predicting the
parameter under consideration, a “validation” set, which provides an unbiased evaluation
of a model’s fit while tuning the model’s hyperparameters, and a “test” data set necessary
for an unbiased evaluation of the final model fit.

Considering only spectroscopic and photometric redshifts, there were &420 GRBs
with reliably measured redshifts by the middle of 2022 (for a list of GRBs with measured
redshifts, see [94,104,121–123], the Gamma-Ray Burst Online Index3, Jochen Greiner’s GRB
table 4, and the references therein). Using one of the aforementioned techniques, one
can estimate the redshift of any burst based on its temporal or spectral parameters and
energetics. For example, [115,124,125] used various correlations to obtain unknown GRB
redshifts from GRB observables, while [126] used the random forest algorithm to estimate
GRB redshifts.

4. Discussion

THESEUS is a mission aimed at increasing the discovery rate of the high-energy
transient phenomena over the entirety of cosmic history and fully exploiting GRBs to
explore the early Universe [85,127]. THESEUS is likely to become a cornerstone of multi-
messenger and time-domain astrophysics thanks to its exceptional payload, providing wide
and deep sky monitoring in a broad energy range (0.3 keV–20 MeV); focusing capabilities
in the soft X-ray band, providing large grasp and a high angular resolution; and onboard
near-IR capabilities for immediate transient identification and redshift determination.

The THESEUS payload is planned to include the following instrumentation: (1) the
X-Gamma-Ray Imaging Spectrometer (XGIS, 2 keV–20 MeV): a set of two coded-mask
cameras using monolithic X-gamma-ray detectors based on bars of silicon diodes coupled
with a crystal scintillator, granting a ∼2 sr field of view (FoV) and source location accuracy
of ∼10′ in the 2–150 keV band, as well as a >4 sr FoV at energies > 150 keV, with a few
µs timing resolution; (2) a Soft X-Ray Imager (SXI, 0.3–5 keV): a set of two lobster-eye
telescope units, covering a total FOV of ∼0.5 sr with source location accuracy . 2′; (3) an
infrared telescope (IRT, 0.7–1.8 µm): a 0.7 m class IR telescope with a 15′ × 15′ FOV, for
a fast response, with both imaging (I, Z, Y, J, and H) and spectroscopic (resolving power,
R∼400, through 2′ × 2′ grism) capabilities.

Thanks to the unique combination of a wide 0.3 keV–10 MeV energy range, remarkable
sensitivity, and exceptionally high counting statistics, THESEUS heralds a new era in the
multi-wavelength studies of GRBs, providing the community with a sample of GRBs with
known redshifts of unprecedented size, which, in turn, will not only allow the use of GRBs
as cosmological tools but also shed light on one of the most challenging aspects of QG
theory, the systematic study of which is still beyond the current instrumental capabilities.
The capability of THESEUS to detect and localize GRBs, as well as measure their redshifts,
will essentially surpass those of the current missions.

The left panel of Figure 3 shows the expected detection rate of long GRBs by THESEUS
compared with observed GRBs. The orange histogram depicts the cumulative distribution
of the GRBs detected by the SXI and/or XGIS (the bursts with measured z are marked in
purple), while the blue histogram presents the distribution of GRBs with known redshifts
detected from 2005 to the end of 2020. The distribution of the GRBs detected by THESEUS
was acquired based on the anticipated IRT capabilities and on the assumption of a ground
follow-up rate of 50% for the GRBs at z < 5. It is noticeable that THESEUS is expected to
detect an order of magnitude more bursts than Swift does, especially in the high-redshift
domain (z > 6) [128]. It is expected that the redshifts for the majority of GRBs detected
by THESEUS will be measured (onboard or on the ground). The cumulative distribution
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plotted in the right panel of Figure 3 represents the annual detection rate of short GRBs by
XGIS, not corrected for mission observation efficiency. THESEUS is supposed to acquire
a statistically significant sample of short GRBs, including high-redshift (z . 4–5) events.
Considering that the distribution of the spectral lags of short GRBs and long GRBs differs
significantly, advances in research on short GRBs are very important for such sophisticated
studies of the QG effects as we discuss in this paper. Thus, the sample of GRBs with
measured redshifts obtained by THESEUS is the most promising for the application of the
described technique to study LIV.

Figure 3. Left plot: Observed GRBs with known redshifts measured in 2005–2020 (blue line and filled
cyan area representing 1σ uncertainty) superimposed on the anticipated frequency of detection of
long GRBs by THESEUS (orange histogram). The purple hatched histogram shows the GRBs that
are expected to have a redshift measured by either THESEUS or ground-based facilities’ telescopes.
The model that fits the observed distribution used to make predictions for THESEUS is represented
by the green curve. THESEUS is expected to detect one to two orders of magnitude more GRBs
than Swift at any redshift, and most importantly in the high-redshift range (z > 6). Right plot:
Cumulative redshift distribution of short GRBs detectable with THESEUS/XGIS per year of mission.
Theoretically, short GRBs can be detected at high redshifts z > 4 with a rate of ∼1 event per year.
This figure is adopted from [128].

5. Conclusions

Various QG theories predict LIV, which can manifest itself as the dispersion of the
speed of light. The method that we propose to disentangle and constrain the QG delays
from the intrinsic spectral lags in GRB light curves is based on the assumption of the
constancy of the rest-frame intrinsic spectral lags and on the linear dependence of the GRB
spectral lag on both the photon energy and function of the GRB redshift. The ability to
collect a large sample of GRBs with known redshifts is crucial for this type of study, as
the precision of the QG effect measurement can be improved by expanding the data set.
Currently, redshifts are measured spectroscopically or photometrically for . 500 GRBs.
Thus, indirect estimates of the redshifts from the prompt emission observables are necessary
to obtain a large GRB sample for LIV studies using the commissioned instruments. The
sample of GRBs collected by Fermi/GBM could provide a promising opportunity to apply
the aforementioned technique, thanks to its extensive trigger statistics (&3500 GRBs up to
date) and sophisticated data acquired with a high temporal and spectral resolution, which
could allow precise measurements of the rest-frame spectral lags.

The THESEUS mission is likely to initiate a breakthrough in this field of fundamental
physics as, thanks to the combination of its unique characteristics, the observatory will
collect one order of magnitude more samples of GRBs with known redshifts than are
currently available, which will not only allow the use of GRBs as cosmological tools but
will also enable us to constrain the QG theories. Moreover, thanks to its capability to detect
the GRB emission in the relatively soft energy band of 0.3–5 keV, THESEUS could provide
a unique opportunity not only to constrain the empirical and physical GRB models but
also to expand the data range, providing more accurate constraints on the QG energy from
the lag-energy plane. Due to its high sensitivity, THESEUS will also allow advances in the
study of short GRBs; in particular, XGIS will be able to detect short GRBs up to z∼4–5,
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which is important as the spectral lags of short GRBs essentially differ from the ones of
long bursts. Thus, the THESEUS mission could make a significant contribution to the study
of the QG effects using GRBs.
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Notes
1 The name of the model was inspired by the insect, whose ability to fly has been questioned theoretically.
2 This value reflects only the mathematical transformation from the observer frame to the rest frame as, at the moment of emission

of two photons, the QG lag between them equals zero.
3 https://sites.astro.caltech.edu/grbox/grbox.php, accessed on 2 May 2023.
4 https://www.mpe.mpg.de/~jcg/grbgen.html, accessed on 2 May 2023.
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